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This product is a new type of visual ultrasonic dental scaler. The 
product is characterized by connecting mobile phones and tablets 
and other devices to intuitively understand the condition of your 
teeth through the App. It uses ultrasonic high-frequency resonance 
technology to remove stains on the teeth and achieve the effect of 
whitening and protecting teeth.

Please carefully read user manual before use for correct operation.

Product description1 Frequently Asked Questions Answers Troubleshooting Product parameter

Button function
definition:

Power button:
Long press to turn on/off, short press 
to switch gears

Short press to switch gears:
Low-end/mid-end/high-end 

LED:
Power on: Green light flashes
Connect to wifi: the green light is 
always on.

LED:
Low battery: red light flashes
Charging: the red light is always on
Full: light off

Safety Precautions 2

To avoid the risk of malfunction, electric shock, injury, fire and 
damage to equipment or property, please follow the following safety 
precautions

Product stall introduction

Caveat:

According to your needs, select the mode gear you need.
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This product belongs to the working principle of ultrasonic. After 
turning on, it will not produce over-frequency vibration when it touches 
the gums or soft objects, and it will have obvious working 
performance when it touches teeth or hard objects to produce 
over-frequency resonance!

Milder Mode:  Soft power for sensitive teeth, small tartar stains

Clean Mode: Normal power for stubbon tartar such as smoke stains, 
coffee stains, tea stains, etc.

Powerful Mode: Strong power for deep cleaning such as formed 
dental calculus, hard tartar stains.

Answer: If people with periodontitis or gingivitis use it or it is 
easy to cause gum bleeding, including brushing teeth or biting 
hard food, it will also bleed. If the gums are bleeding when using 
this product, just stop using it and rinse with cold water.

Steps3

Step one:

（Android4.4, iOS9.0  Or the above system can support the use）
Scan the QR code with your mobile phone and download the APP

Step two:

1.This product has a built-in battery. Do not throw this product into 
a fire or expose it to the sun, otherwise it may cause the battery to 
explode.

2. Do not use this product while charging.

3. Do not use this product when the charging port is not properly 
covered.

4. Do not modify or repair this product by yourself.

5. Do not place the charging money of this product in a humid 
environment or in water.

6. Do not place this product where children and infants can reach.

7. Do not drop or impact/shock the product.

8. Do not use this product while bathing or bathing in hot springs.

9. Those who suffer from severe periodontitis, whose teeth are 
being treated, or who are worried about symptoms of discomfort in 
the oral cavity, please consult a doctor before use.

10. Do not use paint thinner, benzene or other chemicals to clean 
this product.

11. When using this product for the first time, there may be slight 
bleeding, because the root of the tooth is exposed to this kind of 
irritation for the first time, which is normal. If there is severe 
bleeding, please stop using this product immediately. Please also 
consult a doctor.

Open the APP, click on the upper right corner        Add device1
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Bind the visual scaler device: press and hold the product for three 
seconds to turn on, and check the above steps to complete. Click 
to start connecting.

Step three:

1. Is gum bleeding normal during use?

Answer: When using, electrical energy is converted into kinetic 
energy, and it is normal for the temperature of the scaler to rise 
slightly.

2. Is it normal for the tip of the cleaning tooth to become 
hot during use?

Answer: The sound at work is caused by the resonance of the 
working tip and the teeth, which is a normal phenomenon.

Answer: The product is equipped with an automatic shutdown 
function, which will stop the work of the transducer after the 
transducer has been working for 10 minutes, and you need to 
switch the gear again to start the working state.

3. Is it normal that the product sometimes has sound?

4. Is it normal for the product to suddenly stop working 
during ultrasonic work?

Fully charge before use.

1.  There is no response when booting, and the 
camera does not light up

Clean up the background of the mobile phone and 
restart the APP.

2.  APP crashes

Prompt this product is low battery, please use it 
after charging.

Restart the device and reconnect to the APP

3.  The red light of the scaler flashes

4.  The product fails to display real-time images 
normally after successfully connecting to the 
Sunuo App
Disconnect the WIFI connection between the mobile 
phone and the scaler, restart the machine or clean the 
background, reopen the App, and reconnect to the 
WiFi.

* If the problem is still not solved according to the above 
operations, please contact customer service, we will further 
provide you with practical solutions.

5.  The WIFi connection is unstable or no image 
appears.

Click to start connection and jump to mobile phone settings-wireless 
LAN.
Connect to WiFi: SUNUO-T11-XXXX Password: 12345678 Product name

Intelligent visual
ultrasonic dental scaler

Network standard
IEEE 802.11b/g/n

Image transfer rate
30fps

Working temperature
-10~50 ℃ 

Battery life
-About 90 minutes

Input parameters
5v       0.5A

Working power
1.68W

Best focus
0--2CM

Product number 
T11 Pro

Working frequency 
2.4GhZ

Image Sensor 
CMOS

Battery
1200mAh

Charging time
About 1.5h -2h

Operating Voltage 
5V

Pixel
5MP

Long press for 3
seconds to turn on

Check aftercompleting
the above steps

Start connecting

SUNUO-T11-XXXX

SUNUO-T11-XXXX

Intelligent Visual
Ultrasonic Dental Scaler

Model: T11 Pro
User manual

Add device
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Made in China


